Overview

What’s Covered Here
• Before You Start
• Preparing to Sew
• Selecting a stitch
• Utility Stitching

Additional Resources
Manufacturer manuals can be downloaded at bit.ly/IPLSewingMachineManual
Video tutorials can be viewed at bit.ly/IPLSewingTutorial
Schedule a training session at bit.ly/IPLMLContact

Before You Start
Please review the video tutorials under Additional Resources if you are not familiar with the following:
• Bobbin winding and threading
• Upper thread
• Thread choice
• Presser foot replacement and attachment

Preparing to Sew
• Gather the materials and tools for your sewing project.
• Install the bobbin and upper thread on the sewing machine.
• Insert the foot controller plug into its jack on the right of the machine.
## Selecting a Stitch

Page numbers in parentheses refer to Operation Manual.

- Turn on the machine by pressing the right side of the main power switch on the right side of the machine. (p. 14)
- Select a stitch appropriate for the project. (p. 40) Turn the pattern selection dial to select stitch.
- Attach presser foot indicated in the LCD. (p. 31) Use only feet specifically provided for this machine. Slowly press down on the foot controller to begin sewing.

## Utility Stitching

Page numbers in parentheses refer to Operation Manual.

Refer to Operation Manual for the following Specialty Stitching:
- Overcasting (p. 52)
- Blind Hemming (p. 55)
- Buttonhole stitching (p. 57)
- Button sewing (p. 62)
- Zipper Insertion (p. 64)
- Sewing Stretch Fabrics (p. 68)
- Applique, Patchwork and Quilt Stitching (p. 70)